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Telecommunications upgraded
Commissioner, will serve the
rest of Flores' term which expires Sept. 30, 1989.

By TAMI SCHRANK
Staff Writer

A $1.8 million telecommunications project received
preliminary approval Friday at
the Board of Trustees meeting.
The· new system will install a
multi-media, underground,
communications distributive
system that would include video
and d~ta capabilities as well as
providing digital telephone service.
All instructional and administrative buildings are included in the upgrade. ''Because
of funding restraints that we
have received from the
legislature, our cost projections
indicate that this service may be
delivered to the faculty and administrative staff (only),' 1 explained John Neraas, consultant
for Telecommunications International, the company hired to
· draw up a project plan.
The currenl telephone system
was installed in 1964 and "is obsolete
from
both the ,
technilogical and regulatory
standpoint,'' according to
N eraas. This arrangement will
be dysfunctinal by fall, 1989.
The replacement will be on line
summer, 1989.
Also in the plan, ten buildings
will be outfitted with fiber optics
and there is potential for. the
1700 residential phones on campus to be added to the system at
a later date.
The board also approved the
proposed Health and Counseling Center summer fee. A $5
charge per visit, per student will

The . proposed Housing and
Dining Services rates for
1988-89 were also passed Friday. Included is a 2.55 percent
increase over each of the next
two years. Wendell Hill, Director of Auxiliary Services, stated,
''It would be impossible for us to
go without an increase another
year.''
Some reasons given for the
higher rates were inflation,
salary step increases, and
various changes in the residence
hall system. One modification is
the plan to take Muz:zall Hall out
of the conference center and use

lii~~ffia£~~

~:~J~rJ.ML. ~ its present capacity of 170.
~flt~~t~ -€
This action will free up Alfred:.o:,w.;~; JS Montgomery (Al-Monty) to
'·,:~!?:~:
•
•
f@i{ tJ regul?I', residents, altho~gh Hill
_.,,_ , , ,.,
~-~( .g , mentioned, "We haven t deter''''::::''''''"'>'· '::;.::-:: :::::'· «~qf,;$ffr~ffo ~ mined and won't until we talk to
the,students there, if it will be a
quiet hall, or what we want to
Wendell Hill explains the proposed Housing and Dining Servic~ rates for 1988-89 to
do with it." Current Al-Monty
the Board members.
residents will have the option to
reside there next year, or choose
be assessed for tho8e using . the fairs, Courtney Jones, reported loccil businesses. We have to
another residence hall.
center's services dunng summer that a policy had been drafted remember that this is state proHill also pointed out, ''This adsession. Presently, a $15 man- that no non-university people perty, '' commented Trustees
ditional housing capacity in the
dantory fee is c~ged during may rent recreational equip- Chairwoman Susan Gould.
residence halls will enable us to
the regular school year as part of ment or meeting space. The
At the meeting, new board
reduce the occupancy to two
tuition. Summer quarter university may, however, rent member Graham Tollefson, was persons to a room in Stephensstudents were not previously space to public agencies.
introduced as the replacement
Whitney.''
charged.
"I have no problem .with ren- for Reuben Flores, who resigned
For students interested in next
Among other topics, CWU ting space, but I do have a pro- in February. Tollefson, a 0'111 year's rate; contact Auxilary Service-president for Business Af- blem with renting equipment to graduate and Yakima County vices.

,.

Air Force ROTC receives wings to fly:high
By SUSAN MONAHAN
Editor

In January, the Air Force announced that they would be
closing or consolidating 30
ROTC detachments across the
nation, including Central' s
number three ranked program.
Monday aft~rnoon, the Air
Force announced there would
be no closures at this time.
After reviewing the closure
situation, the Secretary of the
Air Force decided to hold off on
the closures. This decision was
made to give the schools that
wanted to keep their programs a
chance to boost program~.
In 1990, all the schools will
again be evaluated to see if they
meet viability standards, (the
quality and quantity of cadets).
When townspeople who had
been in support of the program
learned of their "second lease on
life," they _were calling and offe~g t~ ~elp ·get the_~program,

freshmen wanting to enter the
Air Force ROTC program.
Thompson said, "I see good
ramifications from the announced closure, it made students appredate what we have here.
When they realized we were
about to lose it, the environment, school and Ellensburg
community became much more
important. It made me notice
the support of the university t
administration, other protessors,
physical plant employees,
secretaries and·the registrar's offlee." Adding, "I am just really
happy with the family concern
from the university.'' ·
Other detachments did not
receive the support from admistration which Central has
given to Detachment 895. The ·
university continued to fund improvements in thedindetachment
even with the pen · g c1osure.
"Champion fighter," President Donald Garri.ty em- .

son.
With all the support the
detachment has received from
the university and community,
Thompson stated, ''I am very
optimistic about the future."
Within a half hour of learning
that the detachment was open
again Captain James Boynton
began recruiting students. He
called students who had drop-

ped the program d~e to the
closure announcement and
those who had shown an interest in the detachment but
didn't join because of the pending closure.
With the closure several
students had dropped the program because they would not be
able to continue studies at Cen-

tral.

By CINDY L. WOODSON
Staff Writer

A local juvenile ~~arrested
for breaking and entenng at the
Central Washington Conference
Center on Saturday, April 2nd,
2:30 a.m.
The juvenile entered the
building by breaking a ~dow
whic,h set o~f th~ sil~nt alar~

located the premises where the
Al Teeples, Chief of Police,
alarm was activated, and dispat- said the procedure for arresting
ched to detect the problem.
a minor is dealt with by the
By the time the police officer Ellensburg Police Department.
arrived at the scene of the crime, They decide whether or not the
the juvenile was climbing out minor should be detajned. In
the window. He was promptly this case, explained Officer
arrested and taken to the nearest Teeples, ''The minor was defacility in Grant County. He is tained and brought to Grant
accused of ~eaj.ing a portable County Juvenile Facility,
rc.tdio, estimated y.~ue of $1500,. · b~cause·· Kittitas County doesn't
- cpid - a few qther ite~, value . .have a>juvenile·department."

ph<!iica:llystat~d:'Y\'eare.:a~(go- and. cainpq~· ~ poHce -w~re
?ffe~ed , mg~~' .We fight to.keep !he; , hot;ilied: .•The camp!lS" pone!} un\<no*n. _. •
sc'hol~:i;shJp~ :,t~>. ino~:~i~~- · ~~~~am·," ~nt~._.rri9~P-_: '.·:-: ·, f""ti;·. (':(· _:, ~ .. · ,~- c:: :~ ..~.r-'!
.·-':· \:(,
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the detachment immediately.
Sophomore students need to
begin applications for acceptance into the program. Any persons interested will receive oneon-one tutoring from the staff in
'order to complete the necessary
applications.

1

Juvenile arrested during break in

gomg ·agar?. Seyer'.'1
4

Any sophomore or freshmen
student is encouraged to contact
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EDITORIAL .
ho supports who
By SUSAN MONAHAN
:Editor

Since I came to Central fall quarter, all I have heard students say is how
the community doesn't support the college. I think some people need to get
out of their rooms and look around.
I guess that possibly the statement could be true or false, depending on
ur definition of what type of support you feel the community should be
ffering.
J
One type of support could be that of the sport's teams. I have, on occa·on, talked with citizens who are avid sports fans attending all home
ames and I've heard of others who attend not only home games, barring
·11ness or some other emergency, they also travel to all games. Cheering the
eams on the victory and offering encouragement in the wake of defeat.
Maybe you weren't thinking of sports. Well, I feel these people deserve a
ton the back along with the athletes, since a crowd cheering you on can
ke a difference in the outcome of a game.
I have seen football teams down by several points come back and win
nee the crowd got behind them.
Is it monetary support you were referring to?
Open your eyes sweetheart because I will cite for you sereval instances of
onetary support from citizens and businesses of Ellensburg to this colege.
Most recently, upon learning of the Air Force ROTC's second life,
several citizens called to offer moral support and scholarship money.
If this newspaper didn't receive ads from local businesses you would not
be reading this editorial or any of the stories you love to read every week.
&I.ch quarter the Marketing Club puts together a book of coupons that

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
Does defending basic American
values really alienate Central students?
This country was founded on the free
enterprise system. Our free enterprise
system has proven through history to be
the fairest, most productive, most practically efficient system ever known. We
ave fought wars in defense of free
enterprise. Free enterprise is superior to
pther forms of government, such as
socialism (state controlled business) in
that it allows freedom to succeed or fail,
to be an entrepreneur. It allows for expression of creative energies, be it commercial, craft, religious, freedom of
speech ... whatever. Free enterprise
allows for natural growth for more individuals at any given time than any
other system known.
Free enterprise and its mainstay,
small business, consistently create twothirds of all new jobs in this country.
Small business is the backbone of this
country.
It is a known fact that state run en-

titles that resemble businesses, such as
our military defense establishment
create only twenty percent employment, compared to similar investment
in free enterprise entities. There are
many reasons for this job loss
phenomenon. Anyone who has served
in the military (I know, I served two
years in the U.S. armed forces
overseas.) can tell you the problem in
one word ... waste!
There is another reason state run
businesses become a theater of inefficient illusion ... real lightweights in productive efficiency while profiling as
heavyweight. ..it is the non-taxation factor. Less· and less money are returned to
the people in the form of services in exchange for more high profile inefficiency. This is why monarchy, socialism,
and every tin horn totalitarian group
coming down the pike has failed the
people. This is why China is experimenting with free enterprise.
Our state legislature had this in mind
when it wrote the College Unfair Com-

offers you, the student, sa.vings on services offered by local businesses.
Local citizens and businesses provide money for scholarships offered to
CWU students.
Another show of support to students came when the house six Central
students were renting burned down. Their neighbors offered to put them
up for the night.
Jerry Williams, owner of]errol·'s Bookstore, replaced their books for this
quarter, free of charge.
Happy's Market is allowing PRSSA to use the parking lot so that
students can raise. money to replace what the students lost. Several
downtown businesses have donated items to be auctioned and clothing for
the guys.
·
Now I realize you don't think the community _supports the college, but
let me tell you. I came from a community college in Pendleton, Oregon,
and when the college staff approached the community about starting a
booster club for the athletic teams the local businessmen said "Why
should we support them? They don't return any money to the
community.''
The president of the college tried to point out some ways in which the
students did return money into the local economy, such as renting apartments (there are no dorms), and buying groceries and other necessary
items.
Needless to say Blue Mountain Community College still has no booster
club.
Sure there may be a few people in Ellensburg who have no use for the
college, but maybe that is because the student's attitude has been that the
community does not support the college! People get tired of trying to help
, and offer support when all they receiw in return is a slap in the face.
petition Law. It states ... ''Higher education institutions must be mindful ... they
may be competing with local private
business'' ... SSB 5688. Sec. I. The idea
was to get schools (in other words
government) out of competition with
private enterprise. CWU is a creature of
the state government.
·The CWU Auxiliary Services, indeed
an example of a state run business, is
also an example of wasted resource.
Auxiliary Services pays no property
taxes. This county, already strapped for
funding, is deprived of thousands of
dollars per year! The hotel tax is largely
underpaid. Then there is the loss of a
similar free enterprise convention

center which should be serving this
area and creating more jobs.
The much heralded sports camps pay
· no rent·of record! What a waste!
, There is a long list of CWU business
ventures that have been mandated by
SSB 5688 to be modified, but this has
not happened. The Ware Fair has
removed millions of dollars from the
local economy (along with the so called
incidental vendors that have muscled
out student crafts for the last fourteen
years.) Yet these vendors return pennies back to the ASCWU, and the Ware
Please see letters page 7
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NEWS

Community offers assistance

Central students lose everything

"We dug through everything that
was left and pretty much all there
was, was ash. I did (ind half of one
of my high school yearbooks. It's
hard losing things like that. All the
signatures and special notes people
wrote can never be recovered. ''
-Mike Bush

By SARAH HURT
Staff Writer

On the evening of March 31, six Central students lost everything to a fire
which burned their residence. The
students Mike Bush, print journalism
major; Dwight Bishop, electronics major; Jeff Jacke, law and justice major;
Chris Neibauer, marine biology major;
Thor Rude, geology major; and Keith
Schaffer, business major, were not at
home when the fire began, they returned at approximately 5:30 p.m. to find
firefighters attempting to control the
blaze.
The fire began shortly after 4:30 p.m.
and continued to burn until midnight.
The fire was apparently sparked by a
short in the kitchen stove. There was no
damage to existing out-buildings. The
loss of the house was estimated at $85
thousand.
Fortunately, before leaving the
residence, Neibauer took the rent
money and his I.RS. check with him,
but other than these two items there is
nothing appreciable left, only charred
remnants. They have the clothes they
were wearing when they left the
residence.
Each is hoping to get some money
from their insurance companies to help
them replace the items lost to the fire
but they can never replace the more
personal memorabilia such as old
photos, yearbooks, awards, etc. ''We
dug through everything that was left
and pretty much all there was, was ash.
I did find half of one of my high school
yearbooks. It's hard losing things like
that. All the signatures and special notes
people wrote can never be recovered,
Bush commented.
Bush began a novel which he had
been working on for two years and also
numerous short stories that were also
lost. Neibauer owned several guns that
were destroyed. Schaffer, who owns a
hot tub business, lost all of his company
records.
11

Happy's Market and Public Relations Student Society of America is
sponsoring a fundraising event for
the six students who lost everything
in the (ire.
Event will take place at Happy's
Market from 12-6pm where a raffle
will be held for the use of a hot tub,
car wash with donations accepted,
actually any donations-pots,
pans, clothes etc. will be welcomed.
Hamms beer bear will make one
of his special appearances. Also,
for the hungry, there will be hot
dogs and pop. ·

They were surprised to find many
who offered help to them were those
they didn't expect would care about
their losses. ''With all the talk Qf how
the university and city of Ellensburg
don't get along, you'd think the community wouldn't have much concern
for what happened to us. Actually, the
people who called the police when we
had parties were the same ones who offered to give us a place to stay if we
needed it, said Bush. Although they
didn't accept the help of their
neighbors, they did receive aid from the
Red Cross which gave them money for
deposits on places to stay and Jerrol's
Bookstore replaced their textbooks free
of charge.
11

The losses incurred by these men are,
to some extent, immeasurable in dollars
and cents but has placed a financial
burden on each of them. One was fore- ,
ed to drop out of school for spring
quarter. The others are struggling to
replace some of the items lost and pay
for the current costs of school.
With everything that has happened to
the six in the last week, they have a
positive outlook for their futures. After
all'', according to Bush, we lost
everything we own~d and our place to
live ... things have to get better."
11

11

Jeff Gorman, owner of the house stands in the midst of the charred
remains.
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Army ROTC

Major promotion for Watts
By CARRIE O'DONNELL
Staff Writer

_ Ronald Watts was recently promoted
from Major to Lieutenant Colonel.
t Lt. Colonel Watts fulfilled not only
cthe time requirement, but also has a
number of accomplishments. Each year
fficers receive efficiency reports. The
d that selects those that are up for
promotion review these efficiency
eports to determine if the officer has
. emonstrated proficiency, which is the
main criteria for promotion. Watts has
demonstrated proficiency through the
~erent titles he has held and his acomplishments.
''Being an officer is a difficult thing to
rexplain. Everything that happens is
something that an officer is responsible
for," said Watts.
~ Watts is an officer in charge of Central' s Anny ROTC program, and is
responsible for everything that goes on
sor doesn t go on. He also teaches
f111IBtary science classes and is in charge
of the detachment.
Before Watts came to Central, he
spent his 19 years in the army doing a
tariety of activities. He enlisted in the
service for a year in Huntington, West
,Virginia, then decided to enroll in an officers school.
, After becoming an officer, Watts held
a variety of titles. He spent one year in
,Korea as company commander on an
~infantry battalion. He spent a year in
1Thailand and was then in England and
1Greece.
Watts was with the Special Forces,
itherefore unabling him to reveal his
(duties. He then returned to the United
~States in 1981 and was assigned to Fort
tLewis for four years prior to coming to
•eentral. His titles at Fort Lewis includsquadron executive, commander of a
Ecalvary troop, and he commanded a
c:stockade and installation detention
cfacility.
c An officer spends four years in acertain area and then is re-assigned to
:another area. After Fort Lewis, Watts
tchose
to come to Central. "I had twelve
i;
·choices of universities and I chose Cenctral. I knew where Ellensburg was and I
liked Washington state," said Watts.
•Watts will be here one more year and
then he will be re-assigned. At his level
and grade, Watts can choose where his
next assignment will be. He is thinking
about going to Europe. Watts hopes to
f

be a brigade executive officer at his next
location. His duties would include
logistical work that make the brigade
run, and he'd be second in charge of a
brigade and handle the staff.
''We pick only the cream of the
crop," said Watts. By this, he means
only the best become officers. To
become an army officer one must have
a college degree. Enlisting in the service
is different than going through an army
ROTC program in college.
''We teach our students to be the best,
and make something of themselves,"
said Watts. While enlisting in the service, there is no guarantee of becoming
an officer without acollege ·degree.
Watts stressed this point because he
feels that society has misconceptions of
what the army is all about. ''The army
is very educationally oriented,'' said
Watts. He referred to the army as an
organization that as a lieutenant colonel
his duty is to control it administratively.
It seems that the qualifications for
promotion in the army are a college
degree, accomplishments, and experience and Watts has succe~fully
completed all of the above.

!ed

It'~ true! Everyone.is giving canned food to their. Domino's Pizza driver and getting $1off the
price of ~ny size pizza. You. can too! Just trade in your cans of Spaghettio's or tomato soup
or tuna fish or Spam, anything ... and save money while you help fight hunger. So fill out the
c~upon. and trade two or more cans for a fresh, oven-hot pizza delivered to your door in
thirty minutes or les~ - gua~anteed! All canned food items are donated to local food banks.
Tonight, can a Domino's Pizza driver, and help us can hunger. Offer ends May 1, 1988.

Ellensburg

925-6941
505 North Pine

Kittitas

County
Action
Council,
Inc.

~

~-

FOOD BANK DEPOSIT RECEIPT

I Please fill out this Food Bank donation coupon and give It to your
Domino's Pizza driver along with your donation. Save $1 off the
I price of any pizza with two or more canned food Items I
DOMINO 1 S I ~~t~~;nh any other offer (One discount per pizza.)
I PHONE
.,.~~~

DEL IVER s ®
FREE

_#IT_E_MS_DO~NA_T=ED~~~~~~~~~~

._
:
I

____________ _.J

Thanks for helping your local food bank can hunger.
Offerexpires511/88

Limited Delivery Area. One discount per pizza. Food donated must be in original sealed container. Offer ends May 1, 1988.

FORT.MAC
ARMY SURPLUS
413 N. Kain
Bllensburg
*CAMPING AND·HIKIRG SUPPLIBS
*STORAGB BOXBS
*PACKS
*BOOTS
*OPPICB SUPPLIBS
*KRIVBS
*SLBBPIHG BAGS
*HATS
*SHOVBLS
*PICKS
*AXBS
AND LOTS KORB . ...

Receive lOS off your next purcha•e
when - you bring---in .. this ad..

504 East Eighth S.E.
Ellensburg, WA
925-2320

I
I
I
I
:

.

C 1968 Domino's Piua, Inc .
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Panel speaks out on Hanford hazard
The proposal calls for the condemnation of the reactor by the Department of
Staff Writer
Energy jDOE), changing it from its
mothballed,
potential commercial
A week ago Tuesday, on April 5,
power-producing
status, making it
there , was a panel discussion at Hal
about
as
useful
as
an
empty reservoir.
Holmes Center. There were represenAfter the reactor structure is condemntatives from three groups concerned
ed, the DOE will pay the Washington
with regional and world-wide threats to
Public Power Supply System jWPPSS)
humanity and other living organisms.
as
little as $30 million, make some
The panel was made up of Jim Beard,
structural changes and begin producing
the national coordinator of
tritium. WPPSS has spent approximateGreenpeace's Missile Material Cut-Off
ly
$3.5 billion public dollars on the nonCampaign; David Tauben, board
functional Hanford Reservation.
member of the Washington Physicians
The main points of the discussion
fo Social Responsibility; and Janet M.
were
the impacts the conversion would
Miller, assistant director of the Puget
have
relative
to the economy, the arms
Sound branch of the SANE organizarace, the environment, the population,
tion/movement. The topic was the
and the proliferation of nuclear
possible conversion of the Number
weapons.
One, now mothballed, nuclear reactor
About the economy, Greenpeace's
at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation.
Beard says the proponents of converWhat is being proposed is the conversion proclaim it will serve ''to replace
sion of a non-power- producing comthe
jobs lost ~th the closing of the
mercial reactor to a production facility ·
for the radioactive isotope tritium, used - nuclear reactor:'' But SANE member
Miller says, "The jobs arguments isn't
in nuclear warheads as part of the trigquite
strong enough,'' because ''we
ger mechanism. Tritium, a rare radioacdon't
need
what it's going to produce,"
tive hydrogen isotope, is used as a trigreferring to the isotope not being needger element because it yields very high
ed if an arms reduction treaty is passed
. energy which gives a warhead's
and
there are fewer warheads to mainplutonium more destructive potential,
tain
and to be produced which require
says Beard.
By NICK BEAUMONT

triggers. The plutonium in a warhead
stays "ready" for decades, while the
fuses have a shorter lifespan and need
replacing once or twice a decade due to
tritium's physical properties, the
isotope having a half-life of twelve-anda-half years.
This means that for the full reafuation
of the devices potential, the fuses must
be replaced every few years.
Beard says conversion should not be
the means with which the economy is
rebuilt, explaining, ''I do think it's up to
the federal government and to the state
to bring in'' other sources of dollars to
revive the area's economy. ''The
federal government should be
responsible and bring in some
retraining money,'' he says.
Another economically relevant item
discussed, which also relates to health
issues, was the potential harmful effects
tritium poses to crops, from wine
grapes to Washington apples to
vegetables. Tritium is produced only in
one other place in the nation at this
time, and at this site, DOE' s Savannah
River Plant, according to Beard, annually released are 150 to 200 thousand
curies of the isotope into the environment.

''No matter how
bad they are,
Grandrila loves
to hear the
latest jokes."

When released, the isotope bor
witli oxygen and has properties ve
similar to water. In this form, t:
isotope enters into the ground, wat
supplies, and crops; once this occurs t:
isotope can find its way into the hum
body and can get into cells and right ,
near genetic DNA. This was the maj
health danger of tritium spoken of d\
ing the discussion. The health impa<
''have never been studied,'' sa
Tauban, explaining ''every effort to pi
duce a study has been thwarted.''
Around the Savannah River Plm
Beard says, the levels of environmen1
tritium are measured by testing the fn
that is grown in the proximity of t:
plant.
Although they did not know t:
levels, or say that they did, there
presence of radioactive elements in t
crops produced around the Savann
River Plant.
He did say that Japan has shown cc
cem with the threat of contaminati1
by not purchasing some of the natior
agricUltural and fruit crops, such <
alfalfa and orchard fruits.
The arms race, according to the thtE
panelists, will see little benefit of tritiui
production at Hanford. They say th1
the recently signed INF Treaty, as we
as the treaty to reduce the super-powe1
arsenals of inter-continental ballisti
missiles by half, if ratified by th
Senate, will eliminate the need fc
tritium production for around fift
years. The existing supply, and th
amount produced at Savannah Riv~r,
enough, they say, to keep the
maintainable for fifty years.
Another danger the panelists saj
could be is that the plans for the plant
conversion from a commercial power t1
a weapons facility, if they came into th
hands of some second world countr
which has nuclear power capability, th!
country could easily convert the, plru:;
so it could prcxluce nuclear fuses, ma}
ing it all the more possible for that ru\
tion to develop a nuclear device.
This is a possibility only, but present
a way the Nuclear Non-Proliferatio:
Treaty could be violated, anothe
danger threat of the conversion pre
posal.

I

1

Please
see Hanford page 6
L_
__________________

~

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone~
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T. Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

--

-ATaT
-

The right choice.

cBoJf£ 0'tfi'
Presented by
CWU Dining Services

,

Omega - 3 Fatty Acids
Most Americans realize that fat i
unhealthy and the consumption of fatt
foods should be reduced. Recently
scientists discovered a fat that ma
actually be good for us. These fats ar
called omega-3 fatty acids and ar
found mainly in oils of fish an
seafood. These fats have been foun
to reduce blood cholesterol an
triglyceride (type of fat) levels whic
can lead to heart disease. These fatt
acids also thin the blood which reduce
the tendency toward platelet clotting i
the arteries, therefore decreasing th
risk of heart disease.
As a result of publicity about th
benefits of omega-3s, many fish oi
supplements are being marketed.
Because there is still relatively littl
known about the safety of fish oil
supplements, it is general!
recommended that these supplement
not be used.
·
Especially good dietary sources of
omega-3s are: mackerel, tuna, salmon
and trout.
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anford
atinued from page 5
l'auben dealt the most with the arms
l:e issue during the pan~l dis?ussi~n,
nging up many interestmg bits of m·mation.
1
'

'The risk of the arms race begins
':h the very production of the
'apons themselves,'' he says, and that
.e way to stop the arms race is to stop
·p.uction, and this requires a new
'y of thinking.
i'.'a uben says that "If we are serious
tmt arms control, we need weapons
l>duction control.''
He says there is a growing worldwide
rtisensus to stop plutonium productf1, and that we do not need tritium
~uction as ''we need to move to the
Uuction of our arsenals. There is no
t~d for tritium production if there is
~ng to be serious arms control."
'-Ie thinks ''the issue is the larger iss~e
!Cfue arms race. I think the clear and
~r-present word is 'Stop the arms
:e!' ," he says. He and others like him
~l the $9,000 per minute spent on
·tary operations could better be
~nt on some other, more humane and
:ter purpose.
fhe panel discussion also raised the
(FStion of safety of the converted reac, both about the computer control
I I

i·

There are
three million
Americans
alive today
who have had
cancer. And
now one out
of two cancer
patients
get well!
*"While we can think
While we can talk
While we can stand
While we can walk
While we can fight
While we can give
Join our quest for
Life right now!"

Leslie Uggams , Honorary
National ?5th Anniversary
Chairperson, for the
American Cancer Society.

Years of Ufe!

Joium

system which for years has been inside
nuclear plants, known to show system
errors where there are really none,
which could create the risk of nuclear
hazard if human operators try to correct
a non-existent situation.
Another safety question is that the
uranium fuel used to produce tritium
poses a much larger threat if a serious
situation developed inside the reactor
than if the plant was operating just to
produce power. The highly-enriched
uranium for tritium production would,
if things got out of hand, produce an explosion more or less equivalent to what
happened at Three Mile Island in 1981.
One thing in the informational
release put together about the ~~nyerThe release _explains the secrecy
which surrounds the "DOE's methods
for determining tritium need corrupts
the democratic decision-making process and has a detrimental effect on the
Tri-Cities and the region.'' It says the
sion proposal, and which was brought
up during he discussion, was about how
much and where from information was
being made available to the public.
DOE's recent decision to close the
nuclear reactor comes from the department's self-interest in continued
weapons production, and makes them
willing to mislead the community for
years, and then make sudden.changes
which threaten the community's
future.

The concerned groups feel the DOE is
doing the same with t.b.e proposed conversion, claiming new tritium production is urgently needed, but it is not pr?viding for or allowing the open public
discussion of tritium need.
Miller says, "We feel like what we're
learning of WPPSS conversion is what
the proponents want us· to learn. What
is the future for the Tri-Cities? What is
the future for Hanford? What· is the
future for the state? What are the alternatives?''
The discussion was attended by about
forty people, mostly adults some from
as far away as Roslyn and Cle Elum.

Women's center
helps women
By DINECE A. ANGEW
Staff Writer

The Women's Resource Center provides many services for women
students, faculty and staff at Central.
Graduate student Linda Benson is the
acting director of the center. Sh:e works
with a 13-member Task Force. There
are forty women who participate in the
program on campus.
The Women's Center provides many
5ocial services for women who need
help from date rape, physical abuse,

eating disorders and issues that effect
women directly. "Women have problems in certain areas and we are here
to help them," ~d ~nson.
Programming for the center includes
lectures, seminars, and workshops.
Departments and Student Services
work with.the center in the scheduling
of events. The Women's Center will be
involved in the Festival of the Arts in
May. They also are doing a workshop
dealing with Date Rape and Sexual
Assult. The Student Counseling Center
and STEPS are participating in the
workshop. One future program for the
center is to develop an orientation for
women re-entering college.
The Women's Resource Center has a
library. The library is used as clearing
house of information for anyone interested. The Women's Resource
Center is a liason to Washington
Women United. The Center receives
journals and newsletters keeping the
library up to date with the issues of today.
A budget purposal has been submit·ted for funding of the Center. Student
Services provides some of the funding,
but most of the participation is on a
volunteer basis.
The women on our campus have concerns in their daily lives and the
Womens Resource Center provides a
·referral service of information to help.

Extraordinary
.co-Op Internships
with an
Extraordinary Company
That's what it's like as a Technical Associate
Benefits include a housing and. car allowIntern with Microsoft. Because you'll provide ance for non-local participants and free
technical answers to users of Microsoft softmembership in a health club. You'll have
ware, as well as help test and debug new
your own Macil)tosh Plus or IBM compatible
products.
computer to use, with the possibility of keepSo, naturally, you need to know your
ing it after successfully completing 3 work
subject. We're interested in students who are
terms at Microsoft.
pursuing degrees in Computer Science, Math,
There are only a limited number of
or related fields . Experience as a computer
internships, so act now. Contact your Co-op
tutor or programmer is great. And, if you've
Education Office before April 15, 1988.
worked with micros or done any systems
for more information. Sophomores, Juniors
implementation, you've got it aced! Excellent . and Seniors preferred . communication skills and good problem
An equal
solving skills are essential .
opportunity
Technical Associate Co-Op Internships
employer.
will be ongoing throughout the year alternating on a 2 quarter cycle with your university
studies. These are paid co-op internships at 40
hours per week.

)\I i -;\
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,Students,make ·a difference ·
.

''

By CARRIE O'DONNELL

regulations that the ·volunteers must
meet because they are dealing With people' s lives'. Since it is a real life situation _.
''You can't · give as crisis line
the volunteers CB.I)Ilot come into the ·
' voiUn.tee:r and not receive'', ~dJackie.. : crisis line and '"Wing if'.'. -.- volunteers .
Galbraith,· crims lin~ dire~o~. ·Being a..
µiust .go thiough 30 hoqrs of -training, _
crisis line voltinteer is an excellent opand they must be with the crisis line for
portµnity for: studentst~ g~ inv~lved .. at least a year. It doesn't have to .b e a
with real life situations.
consecutive 365 days. The volunteer
"It's real life, and .not just a
could serve for a quarter or two and
hypothetical classroom plan, the
then take quarter off, but Galbraith
volwiteers learn so much more through
does ask the volunteers _to commit .· at
real life ·situations'', says Galbraith.
least a year to the crisis line.
Voiunteers ieam to understand ·the
The crisis line has been in Ellensburg .·
suicidal ·. personality and screening for
since 1970, and Galbraith has been with
potential lethality, and ,the crisis inthe crisis line since 1974. ·She said that
tervention theory which includes
there are volunteers there that outdate
domestic violence and child abuse. Beher. The volunteers find their ,job
ing a crisis line volunteer is also an exrewarding, therefore havirig no difficrilcellent opportunity to supplement
ty in · fulfilling the year requirement
many avenues such as social services,
with the crisis line. ''Some volunteers
hecilth education and sociology· It too
join us as sophomores or juniors and
breaks the monotony of a student that is . finish out their_college career with us'',
in business, or the arts. It brings a difsays Galbraith.
ferent activity into their ·life. It allow
Volunteers are asked to devote three
students to improve their people skills.
hours a week to the crisis lin~. They
A crisis line volunteer acquires a
may give more of their time by taking
'number of skills. They improve their
over .another volunteer's shift. At this
listening and communication skills, and
time, students and community people
learn how to act in a real life crisis situaare needed to work through the sumtion. They understand the network of
mer. Both men and women, and husthe community, while working with all
band and wife teams are encouraged.
types of people both young and old.
''Crisis line volunteers not only become
The latter, after six months with the
expert listeners they learn how to netcrisis line, ·can commit to home duty.
work all the available helping resources
There are only two training ciasses each
this community has to offer' said
year, so now is the time to get involved.
Galbraith.
·
Galbraith tries to reserve the April
"I can't say enough about our
classes for those who can commit to
volunteer staff. They work hard and
working during the summer months.
earn the satisfaction of doing and exIf you're interested in becoming a
tremely demanding job very well'', By
crisis line volunteer you're encouraged
, extremely demanding , Galbraith
to attend the training sessions April 15,
means the professional standards that
16, and 17. It will be held in Michaelsen
the crisis line holds. There are state
·126.
Staff Writer

·

1

,

Letter_s

· · ;"· · ,:·:'CWUbaS for years been· con~dere<l i
o:ne of the finest teachers 5chools'in the· 1
co~tinued from _page 2
Northwest. What quirk of fate or lack of ·j
management skills has .caused inFair has yet to ·showcase student or staff
. dividuals skills has caused· individuals ·
crafts people in their chosen fields. .- . at the ~lege to resort to co-opting the
Ware Fair should be returned to the ·. rightful place of small business as a ·i
·students clubs and charities.
mea.ris of ''growth''? ·I have always
Many county residents -have closed. : " ', believed that excellence m' academic I
their minds off to the fact that we have
endeavor ·attracts good students and
fifteen hwidted people out of work
creates -growth. Not ''qwck fixes''.
right next door to an affluent university.
, Like I said, I .spent two years overseas ~.
Many CWU: :business venture
in the armed forces of the USA in ,
ap0logists seem to forget that our ·coldefellSe of free enterprise, and contrary
lege system was created by our free
to ·letters by those people who ·were
enterpriSes system... before there was a
allowed to discredit anddeniean my
Harvard, there were the farmers and
business in print and therefore, cause
tradesmen who built it.
loss of business; I have been a quite sue.People might take time to examine
cessful free enterprise entrepreneur for
how free speech and due process of law
fifteen years in Ellensburg...and a sue- ~
have taken a whipping in the various
cessful craftsperson.
deliberations concerning SSB 5688.
If.I.a m the last person here to publicly "
DThere never has been accountabilidefend free enterprise in the face of the
ty ·figures forthcoming from CWU
growing business adventures at
business staff as requested by the
CWU... so be it.
Ellensburg committee and mandated
· I am not that surprised that a lot of
by SSB 5688. This is due process?
· people have been intimidated into
DThere was debate cut off by the
silence or into malting ridiculous comBOT and the campus newspaper. This
. promises during these deliberations '
is free speech?
which have always been incredibly one
DThis writer has had to pay or offer
sided.; .I am quite aware that ''Third
to pay for letters to the editor, both camWave'' -style mind control can occur in
pus and town. You pay for free speech?
eyen ''The best of all possible worlds.''
It makes you wonder what really is the
I would like to thank the people who
public opinion in this community.
have called me to offer support and
DLetters from the student ''leaderwho have expressed dismay over this
ship'' were printed in this community
''business bashing'' that continues.
· which mis-represented both the law ·
Please call Sen. Bill Smitherman, or
and my position concerning Ware Fair.
Frank Hanson, Olympia, and express
A near paranoid hysteria, resembling
your concern and support for basic
"McCarthyism" has since erupted. Due
American values and fair play. Or call
process?
me or drop by and support for basic
Why do CWU business adventure
American values and fair play. Or call
apologists continually hide behind the
me or drop by my free enterprise shop,
academic pursuits of CWU, which we
apparently I am the easiest guy in this
all support, and confuse these pursuits
county to find.
with business adventures? I think our
signed,
community is rapidly becoming ashamFrank Erickson
ed of both the ventures and this tactic.

___________.;.,,.___

1

Outstanding Students of C .W. U.
Where are they?
Nominations accepted for those outstanding students
who represent the best at Central .
Deadline:
Friday, April 29th
Applications available at SUB information booth.

SUCCESS

Parents Weekend Brunch ..
Sunday, May 15th

10:30 am .
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SCENE
)iscussion ends with divergent views expressed
By DICK BROWNING
1
Staff Writer

Is homosexuality a sin and is it
\ changeable condition? These
nd other issues concerned with
\omosexuality and Christianity
fvere discussed in the sub-pit
J\pril 7.
•
J

: Douglas A. Houck, founder
md director of Metanoia
:vnnistries in Seattle which
· ·sters to lesbians, homosex:ials and their families spoke on
:he topic, "Homosexuals and
:..esbians; What are the Quesjions? What are the Answers?"
1

: Houck related his beliefs and
~xperiences to an audience of
lbout 70 which included CenJral' s Health and Counseling
1 ~nter psychologist, Don Wise;
._,utheran Ministries Campus
mbassador, Dana J~el
1
3elkholm; and representative
:rom United Ministries on Cam~)US, Edith Greatsinger. The
')resentation was sponsored by
,:MA Salt Co.
', Houck said that the American
Psychiatric Association's deci>ion in 1975 to change the
::lassification of homosexuality
from a personality or mental
iisorder to "sexual orientation
'iisturbance," changed the
perspective of the whole
·homosexual issue.
·
1

1

He said, ''The resulting belief

:s that that the homosexual con-

1lition is not only unchangeable,
is not even necessary
about change from
iomosexual to heterosexual
:>rientation.'' He added, ''It was
<>nly a matter of time before
c;ociety as a whole would accept
ciomosexuality as a legitimate
tltemative lifestyle.''
1>ut that it
~ o think

: Houck disagreed with this ac' ~eptance saying, if homosexuali~ y is simply an alternative
c ifestyle, rather than being ac;eptable it is one that produces
•nuch pain and suffering.
He quoted studies which con:lude that homosexuals are

Douglas A Houck, founder an zrector o Metanoia Ministries in Seattle discussing
the various avenues open to homosexuals who wish to make a transition to heterosexuality.
more likely to commit suicide, to
have sexually transmitted
diseases and to have a higher
rate of substance abuse than the
general population.
Houck said homosexuality is a
sin. Although he admitted that
Christians hotly debate the
Biblical texts addressing
homosexuality, he said the bottom line question is, ''What is
God's created order for human
sexuality?''
He said that homosexuality is
a changeable condition and
recommended that homosexuals wishing to make a transition
should totally separate
themselves from all people and
places associated with homosexuality, including liberal mainline
Christian churches which condone homosexuality as an acceptable lifestyle. He suggested that

Christians and the church
should support and befriend
those homosexuals wishing to
make a transition to a heterosexual lifestyle.
After his presentation Houck
invited audience response.
Regarding the homosexual
lifestyle Dr. Wise said, "I am .
hearing nothing positive from
you." In contrast to Houck' s
bleak picture he he. said there
were gay ranchers, farmers,
priests, ministers and professors
who were comfortable with
their lifestyle and committed to
long term permanent relationships. Houck said he knew no
such persons. Belkholm made
the point that researchers other
than those quoted by Houck had
come up with opposite conclusions about homosexuality and

the homosexual lifestyle with
equally strong arguments,
equally valid. Houck responded, "We could debate the
credibility of researchers and
have fun with that for awhile
but the bottom line for me and
the reason I'm here today is to
help people who say, I'm gay
and I don't want to be gay."
In response to Greatsinger' s
question about the · lack of
references to homosexuality in
the Four Gospels Houck said,
"God has presented the total Bible from Genesis not just the
word that comes directly from
Jesus or the apostles," and that
the Old Testament repeatedly
states God's order for heterosexuality.
Shortly before the forum ended Wise offered sources for additional information saying, ''If

there are some of you here who
are wanting some clarification of
some of the things that you've
heard me say or some other way
of interpreting homosexuality
than Doug is presenting, you
may get this information by
coming to the Health and
Counseling Center and talking
to any person there." He later
added that information could
also be obtained from Jane
Wright or others at the County
Health Department.
The C M A Salt Co. is a campus affiliate of Ellensburg' s
Christian and Missionary
Alliance Church and can be
reached for information about
their organization or future campus presentations by calling
925-1481 or leaving a message in
their box in the scheduling
center.

''Glimpses''

Prama student's play performed

By Virginia Schnabel
Staff Writer

By Virginia Schnabel

l~Writer

I Writing

is more than a
astirne for Central senior Barara Grenia-Verzola. It is a way
) explore her feelings and find
olutions to inner conflicts.
In addition to being a drama
(1ajor and acting in plays, Verola is a wife, the mother of a
-year-old son, and an aspiring
lmter. She has written a play
alled ''The Shadow and the
ubstance'', which is an abstract
tudy of a couple and the emopain that can be caused by
ast experiences and intentional
{.urting of an individual by
nother.
'{ Like the female character in
\er play, Verzola has experiencd rough times in her marriage,

I
1.onal

and has paintui cnuahood
memories. But now Verzola
smiles and her dark eyes sparkle
with excitement, especially
when she talks about her
writing.
.
She started writing at the age
of eight, when she was encouraged to keep a journal, and
has never stopped. Writing
became a way to express on
paper what she could not express verbally, and it gave her a
feeling of accomplishment. She
said, ''I felt it was something all
my own.''
Verzola says, ''I love writing
so much it is a part of me. If I'm
not writing, I feel something is
missing.'' She believes writing
is the way she communicates
best. ''I even write things out
that I want to say in a conversation'', said Verzola.

Although ''The Shadow and
the Substance'' was the final
project in Dr. Betty Evan's play
writing class at Central, the
characters had been in Verzola' s
mind a long time. She said, ''I
have put my heart and soul into
this play; it is therapeutic for
me.'' Putting the characters
down on paper was something
Verzola felt she had to do.
Her play has been well received by readers and she is finding
time to help get it produced.
Portions of the two scene play
will be performed as part of
"Glimpses". A complete version will be produced next fall.
"I've never tried to publish
anything before,'' said Verzola.
She is entering her play in a
writer's contest and hopes it will
be the first in a long line of
published works.

The CWU drama department is starting a new program called "Glimpses",
which will feature portions
of drama productions for
public viewing and critique.
Scenes from plays will be
highlighted during the
evening as a way to introduce Central students to
the department, and to
help drama students improve their skills.
The program will take
place once or twice this
quarter, and it is hoped that
it will become a once-amonth event.
The first "Glimpses" will
be on Friday, April 22, at 7
p.m.
Barbara Grenis-Verzola
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Guatemalan children's art show on display

''These are not images
derived from T. V. or movie
watching; nor are they
rainbows and flowers of
more familiar children's
art. Only four suns shine in
all."
Janet Spritzer

By LISA R. CARTER
Staff Writer

The reality of war in Central America
as seen through the eyes of Guatemalan
Indian children is the subject of an art ,
exhibit now on display at Randall Hall.
The free display "Guatemalan Guernica: Children Of War" is open to the
public from 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. until April 22.
.
In the past five years, at least 100,000
Indian children have fled the highlands
of war-tom Guatemala, seeking safety
across the border in Mexican refugee
camps. This is the theme of the exhibit. .

In March 1985, 150 seven-tofourteen-year-old Guatemalan children
of San Caralampis Refugee Camp,
located in Mexico, drew pictures telling
a story that shouldn't be known to
them; yet it is their story..
These compelling drawings were collected by Janet Spritzler Levin, the thirteen photographs of the children's
families and friends ~e by William
Ayub, and the seven poems by Calixta
Domitila Canek and William
Castaneda.
When Levin gave crayons and paper
to the children in the San Caralampio
Refugee Camp in Mexico they virtufilly

all drew the same subject, government
soldiers killing people.
These memories of fear and flight
speak as only children can, with the
poignance and power of innocence.
The drawings are a stark testimony.
Out of several hundred, only twenty are
not violent.
According to Jane.t Spritzler Levin,

''These are not images derived from
T.V. or movie-watching; nor are they
rainbows and flowers of more familiar
children's art. Only four suns shine in
all."
''Guatemalan Guernica: Children of
War" was produced by Janet Levin and
. is toured by Exhibit Touring Services of
Washington State.

BIRTHRIGHT
~

.The Game Monopoly®
is Back at McDonald's®!
There's over

sso Million in Prizes.

The game Monopoly ts bock or McDonald's· 1 With over $50 million
dollars on cash . prizes and McDonald's food
Ploy and you could won two million dollars' instantly' Or a $300 000
dream home a 1988 Oldsmobile, or 5150,000 towards your Mortgage Rent
(payable at $1250 a month for 10 years) There ore mdl1ans of great food
prizes too' Just collect the nght game pieces or

win

msrant ly

1

So ploy Monopoly' Do not poss go, go directly to McDonald s

1987 McDonalds CorooratlQn

MOffOpoly II at McDonald~.-

Free pregnancy tests. ·
• Confidential
• No judgments made
• No strings attached
962-6707
Trust us! Don't be pressured into abortion by your friends,
family, or doctor. Birthright offers the alternative to abortion. Birthright is staffed by trained volunteers. Birthright
is independent; non-political, non-sectarian and prepared to
help you whether you are single or marriec;i, regardless of
age or religion. Give life a chance and we'll help you every
step of the way.
(OFFICE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED)

r
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Mike Little swore in the newly
elected officers Steve Feller, T.J.
Sedgwigk, Shan Sedgwick, Jennell
Shelton, Darin Pike, Mark
Sargent, and Jill Geodde last
quarter.

~

*************************
I·-------------~--------,
GARMET .GRAPHICS .
I

·

Custom Silkscreening

NEW LOCATION
100 West 8th
(Next to Williams Florist)
925-3469

GARMET GRAPHICS

. SEE

I
I

I

FOR YOUR

INTRAMURAL SOFfBALL
TEAM T-SHIRTS!!
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each team order!! .
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SEVEN DAYS-EARLY· TILL LATE.
*PACKAGES*.

Davidson Building. 104 E. 4th. *208

925-3933

~

*
*
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COOL, CLEAN, CLASSY!

The

MANE ATTRACTION
) HAIR DESIGN FOR .MEN AND WOMEN

WEAVE COLOR IN YOUR HAIR
ADD HI-LIGH'IS IN YOUR HAIR
OR DIMENSIONAL COLORS! ·
*Exciting new techniques
*Bring in coupon and receive $5.00 off
a color w/out haircut or $10.00 w/haircut

-----------------------------------RECEIVE EITHER $5.00 OR $10.00
OFF WEAVE WITH -TERESA
OR SHANNA.
COUPON GOOD THRU APRIL 22, 1988
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''Passport
to l'i fe''

•·

ROTC offers camp opportunity .

By LISA R. .CARTER

drown-proofing, basic tactile
maneuvering, use of weapons and marching. Very little classroom instruction
takes place at Camp Challenge.

ByTRISTIE THIRSK

Staff Writer

Welcome to Wellness Tuesday,
here's your "Passport to Life," says ·
CWU' s residence living and health
education departments. Staff, faculty,
and students are invited to attend free
this so'mething for everyone program
on April 19, from6:30p.m. to lOp.m. in
Barto' s Lounge.
The theme of this event is ''Passport
to Life," which focuses on healthy
lifestyles. According to Shannon Dailly
and Georgia Cartner, co-chairs of
Wellness Tuesday, ''All of the activities
planned for this evening are applicable
to life.''
. Hands-on activities throughout the
session include checking body fat
percentage, participating in learning
self-defense, sampling healthy snacks
and ''moctails'' (non-alcoholic
beverages), and checking your blood
pressure. Other booths will include
STEPS, BACCHUS, Fitness Club, and
Dining Services.
The Keynote speaker for this evening
is Dr. Ken Briggs, a Central health
education faculty member. He was
named Distinguished Public Service
Professor in 1986 for his statewide activities promoting healthy lifestyle
choices. Dr. Briggs will be speaking on
''Wellness and the College Student.''
A program that resembles a passport
will be handed out as you walk through
the door. There will be 13 booths to get
information from. Everytime you go to
a booth they will stamp your program
and after ten stamps you will be given a
frozen yogurt pop for free.
Plan to attend Wellness Tuesday and
learn the basics for a healthy lifestyle-your "Passport to Life."

Staff Writer

Central' s Army Reserve Officers'
Training Corps (ROTC) offers students
a chance to attend a camp in Fort Knox,
Kentucky this summer. Camp
Challenge is a six-week camp that gives
students the opportunity to improve
their leadership skills as well as compete for two-year scholarships. Camp
Challenge is equivalent to the MLS 292
class. Attending the camp can be .a
substitute for the first two years of the
ROTC program.
'
Students who attend Camp Challenge
are provided with a uniform, boots,
round trip air fare and about $690. After
a student has graduated from Camp
Challenge, they are not obligated to join
the ROTC program. If a student does
continue in the ROTC after Camp
Challenge, 'they will graduate from college as a second lieutenant.
Upon arriving at Fort Knox, cadets
are assigned to 40 to 50 student platoons. Each cadet then takes the Army
Physical Readiness Test. The test includes sit ups, push ups and a two mile
run. The purpose of the physical fitness
test is to pinpoint areas that students
need to improve. The test is repeated at
the end of the six weeks.
Camp Challenge provides training
through hands-on experience and instruction from platoon drill sergeants.
All ·cadets are given the chance to lead
their unit and develop leadership skills.
Cadets receive training in map and
compass use, marksmanship, rapelling,

TOYOTA <:L.i\SS ()F '88

GRADS & SENIORS,
BUY OR LEASE
A NEW TOYOTA,
NO MONEY DOWN!*

Operation Bold Challenge takes place
in the titth week ot the camp. This is the

equivalent to the Camp Challenge final
exam. Cadets are given a chance to use
the skills they learned throughout the
first four weeks of camp.
During the six weeks at Camp
Challenge, students compete for twoyear scholarships. Lieutenant Colonel
Ron Watts said, "They award 200
scholarships there.'' ·
Cadets' performances are evaluated
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FANTASTIC DRAWINGS
FOR GREAT PRIZES
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If you're a senior in a 4-year
college or graduate degree
program, and will graduate
within the next six months, you
may qualify for the Toyota car or

Get More Fun From Life ...
Drive A New Toyota!

See ·Sandy Goforth
Graduate Coordinator

Valley Toyota
914South1st Street, Yakima, WA 98901
Phone (509) 575-4868
'No down paym1r11 raqlired, prOlldad Iha ametlll t'naiced Is not more lhai Tcvota mn.ifactt.re's 111.Jgg&Sled list rerail price, and
tie COii ol lactory Installed optcn1 "1d
lax nl lictnae lees. Proof of iludlalY, required and no negative aedit history.
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Check out our premium movie channels:

~

*HBO
*SHOWTIME
*DISNEY
*PLAYBOY

•
•
: 1105 E. 10th

e
•
925-6101 •
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COME IN NOW!
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PLUS Great Gifts for New Subscribers
1st Prize ROUND TRIP CARRIAGE RIDE AND
DINNER AT McCULLOUGH'S FOR TWO.
2nd Prize MTV SATIN JACKE'r
3rd Prize SHOWTIME DIRECTOR'S CHAIR
Drawing at 1 :00 pm in the Sub Pit on April 20, 1988.
Just Stop By and Enter at K. V.C.

•

•

You may qualify to buy or lease a
Toyota car or truck, with no
down payment at all!* Toyota's
unique college financing program
makes it easy. Beginning today,
you can enjoy miles and miles of
· Toyota style, quality and performance.

Ten to 12 students from Central' s
ROTC attend Camp Challenge each
summer. Students who have questions
about Camp Challenge or Central' s
ROTC program are encouraged to contact Captain John Stratton or Lieutenant
Colonel Ron Watts iri Peterson Hall,
Room 202.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
King Videocable
Company
Presents
•••
••
''THE SPRING FLING''
•
•

.

truck of your choice. and you
have one year from the receipt of
your degree to take advantage of
this program. Bring a cttrrent
driver's-license and proof of em- ·
ployment or job offer, and
Toyota's special financing program for college grads and
seniors could be the easiest
course in advanced economics
ever offered! Come in today for a
test drive and orientation to nomoney-down financing.

on 35 percent academic ability/potential, 15 percent physical fitness, 10 percent graded military skills test, 25 percent job performance rating and 15 percent peer rating. Watts feels it is a
''skills-based scholarship'' rather than
one based on grades. Men and women
have an equal opportunity to win
scholarships.
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Valley Cafe
renovated
By M. SCO'IT THOMAS
Contributing Writer

Students who found themselves in
Ellensburg during the break, undoubtably noticed that one of their favorite
restaurants was closed. The Valley
Cafe closed its doors during spring
break to begin the first phase of its
renovation.
The Valley Cafe has long been a
favorite of Central students and the
community of Ellensburg. Whether it is
for a gourmet meal or just espresso and
dessert, all walks of Ellensburg life congregate at the Valley Cafe. The original
art deco architecture and the creative
menu are a few of the reasons the
Valley maintains its charm and ambiance.
To keep up with the present demand,
the cafe has begun to renovate the kitchen facilities and expand the
restaurant into the old Ace Record's
location. Nina Bateman, Valley's dining
room manager said, ''The old Ace ,
Record' storefront will eventually be a
to-go deli and dessert store. We are also
adding a dining room to the present
restaurant that will provide a quieter
dining
area.''
The to-go area will offer a variety of
sandwiches, desserts, European coffees
and other items presently on the ,
restaurant menu that can be taken
home. The to-go area will also have
tables where coffee afficionados can
congregate. Bakeman says the deli is
planned to be completed by this summer.
The diD.ing room. should be completed by next fall. The room will be
added · to· ·the back of the present
restaurant and will _be a place· where
customers
enjoy quieter dining and
can also be used by large groups.
Ba.keman stresses ''There will be no
change in the .design of the present
restaurant, as it has .the original booths
and counters in the art deco style of the
1930's."
Bakeman says, ''The main reason for
the renovation is to ·keep up with present demand and to offer services that
have been requested by our customers.
We want to serve and please a variety of
people.'' The Valley cafe is one 6f the
few places in Ellensburg that seI"Ves
European coffees and has an everchanging art exibit by local artists; just
two of the many reasons why the
clientele at the Valley is so diverse~
''Our customers vary all the way from
high school students to older people,
and everyone in between.'' stated
Bakeman.
By the end of the year, the cafe will be
celebrating its 50th anniversary with
what Bakeman calls ''an occasion'', it
should prove to be quite an event. ·

Ragtime on a homemade piano
•

•

By LEAH L. SMITH
Staff Writer

Playing a Forte piano he built from a
kit, Central Washington University professor Peter Gries pounded out ragtime
tunes April 13 at Hertz Recital Hall.
Gries, along with faculty members John
Pickett, Larry Gookin, and ·others
played various ragtime tunes from the
1800's on up to present day rag.
Beginning the evening with cla5sical
selections, Gries played songs from the
early 1900' s such as "Efficiency Rag",
"Ragtime Oriole", and "Paramount
Rag'' by composer James Scott, a piece
from Louis Chavin and Scott Joplin, and

"Heliotrope Bouquet" and "Ragtime
Nigntingale'' by Joseph :f. Lamb.
As the evening wore on, dance tunes
were introduced. Pickett, a new addition to the music staff at Central this
year, played an original composition of
his own called "Parasol Rag", while
Tom Bourne plucked out Scott Joplin's,
"Weeping Willow--A Ragtime TwoStep", on the guitar.
Moving along to modern day rag,
Gries played two William Balcom
pieces, "Graceful Ghost" and "The Serpent's Kiss'' as well as a catchy tune,
''Sleepwalker's Shuffle'' composed by
William Albright.
For additional enjoyment, two selections which were not ragtime were in-

tergrated into the recital. These were,
"Pastrole--A Song Without Words" by
Igor Stravinsky and Aaron Copland's
."Hoedown" from "Rodeo", played by
Pickett on piano and Wendy Richards
. on violin.
Towards the end of the evening,
Gookin entertained the audience with
his trombone playing with "Lassus
Trombone Rag'' by Henry Fillmore.
Those who are familiar with the film,
''The Sting'', could recognize the everso-p op ular ''The Entertainer--A
Ragtime Two-Step'' by Scott Joplin,
conducted by Gookin.
The event was part of the continuing
series of faculty recitals performed on
campus.

The Conference Center is now accepting applications for
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Application f or~s are available at The Conference .Center office, C~urson H?ll ~urin~
regular office hours, 8 a.m. - 12 noon and l - 5 p.m. Closing date for returning applications 1s
Friday, April 29, 1988, at 5 p.m. These temporary positions are expected to begin June 11 and
terminate August 31, 1988.
CONFERENCE HOST
Applicant must be a
cwu student and
have a valid Washington State driver's
license. Must be available for work ·at all ..
times, except class
tim~. . jncluding evenings, . weekends, . and
holidays.

can

Salary: Hosts are compensated with room
only for·general duties.
Additional duties · will
be . ~ompensoted at ·
· $3.35 an hour.

RIVERFLOAT GUIDE.
Applicant must have
good knowledge of
riverfloating program,
must have a val.id
Washington State
driver's _license, and be
a strong swimmer.
Salary: $7.00 an hour

CAMP COUNSELOR
Applicant must be a ·
CWU student and
available for.work at all
times except class
time. A valid Washing- ,
ton State driver's
license is required.
Work schedule . is
determined by number of youth camps
staying at CWU.
Salary: Room will be offered for the entire
summer session. In addition, $130 per week
plus room and board
will be ·paid during
weeks worked as a
camp counselor.

SECURITY PERSONNEL
Applicant must be 21
years of age with good
academic standing . .
Must be able to provide good references
and work independently in the evenings
and late nights. Must
have -valid Washington
state driver's license.
Salary: $4.00 an hour

SWIMWEAR EVENT
(for women only)
It's .your chance to get an early start on
yo\lr summer tan. Come into Berry's and
select a new swimsuit (from our largest
selection ever) and save 20°/o , plus

CHIROPRACTOR
DR. DON A. CHILDRESS D.C.
B.A.-EDUCATION
PE • HEALTH • REC.

RECEIVE FREE, 4 TANNING SESSIONS

PROVIDrNG
MODERN SKILLS
FOR BETTER
HEAL TH SERVICES
FOR ALL AGES

502 N. RUBY
KITTITAS VALLEY CHIRQPRACTIC

962-9796
RES: 925-9495
ELLENSBURG ~

I

from Head Hunter & Co. and
.Berry's. This is a first time event, take advantage
of 20010 swimsuit savings and 4 free tanning
sessions, get a head start on your summer tan.
Tanning Sessions By Appt. Only
sale and tanning event ends April 19.
Brought to You By

I

-Fashions-Gifts-Service
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English professor is published poet
[_i- - - - - - - - - - - - By CHARLES LUDWIG
Staff Writer

Although a former instructor told him
you had to have suffered to write good
poetry, Central English professor, Mark
:.__ alperin said, "I don't think falling
down a flight of stairs is going to do the
trick''.
Halperin, who teaches introduction

to literature, English 101, beginning
poetry, and modem poetry graduated
with a B.A. in Physics from Bard College in upstate New York and completed his education in a writing
workshop at the University of Iowa.
He has had smaller books of poetry
called chapbooks published, and two
complete books, ''Backroads'' published in 1976 by University of Pittsburg
Press, and "A Place Made Fast"

Personal Choices
Discussions
dedicated to
Sexual Choices in
Todays World.
"What are we to do
about Eric"
A discussion about AIDS
Wednesday,
7 :00

April 20th
p.m.

"There's more to it than
meets the eye"
A discusssion on pregnancy
and S.T.D. 's
Thursday,

Carmody Monroe Hall

April 21st

7:00 p.m. Sparks Hall

Its your body.
Its your life.

published by Copper Canyon Press in
1982.
Halperin said even though poetry is a
way to help you in exploring your feelings, you don't need to write poetry to
do that, you can use a journal. He said,
''Sometimes people forget that making
poems is making works of art. Anyone
can express themself too by flinging
paint at a piece of canvas but that's not
making a work of art.'' It's not just finding out what you're feeling but finding
out what you can do with what you' re
feeling.
A friend of Halperin' s once told him
that writing poetry isn't self expression.
Self expression is easy, making poems is
hard. It requires effort to produce a
work of art.
Halperin also said it is the poems you
don't want people to see that are the
most interesting. He said, ''Sometimes
if I write a poem and I say I don't want
anyone to see this, then I feel it's a real
one. I've got something at stake in that
one. Not because I'm attacking or
because I'm exposing myself but
because I might be onto a something
that's mine."
Halperin compared writing poetry to
building a house. He said, "You may

Neva's

Please join us for
refreshments and
discussion.

ii-------- Hurry Order

111 East 4th Ave.
Across from Maurices

Special Features on:
• Students-Achievers
"Unusuols," You & I
• Faculty/Stoff
• Special Activities &
Entertainment
• The Community
• Residence Halls
• Wildcat Week. Parent's
Weekend,
Homecoming
•And .Much More!

While Supplies L a s t ! · - - - - - - - -.....

f "-~~,~\.. ~~~
s~E: "t~
sU~~

• Limited Supply Available
All Orders First Come First Served

Please supply the following:
Name:
Student /1
Local Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _,--_
Local Phone:

1U1..1'""-'"""-'._...'rlY1JYl.i"."lrlY'trlY't..............11Y11..,,..v-r1v-r1.......,,....V'rl"'rl'"rl"lll"'V"l.....,ll"V"lnnt"W"'I

* Full line of student supplies
* All Typewriter Accessories
* Lift-Off Tapes

Send this form & a check or money order
for $22.00 to:
CWU Yearbook
Student Activities
SUB 214, CWU
Ellensburg, WA 98926

He also studies Russian and Japanese
languages; Russian because of his family heritage, Japanese because he has
taught in Japan and would like to speak
the language better if he returns.

CENTRAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Sponsored by:
Health Education,
RHC and ASCWU

You can take your memories
with you when you buy a CWU
Yearbook. Remember the hard
work, the friends, the fun, the
long lines, _the inspiring and
entertaining profs, all the activities - concerts, dances,
plays, sports and much more .

get a great deal of pleasure out of making the house and therefore work at it
very carefully to make it beautiful; but
when you finish making the house, it's
not your house.'' You build them and
then someone else lives in them for
awhile.
He considers himself lucky to be able
to teach poetry on a University campus.
He said, ''I get to talk about something I
care about very much, poems.'' He
likes writing, reading and talking about
them. He adds, ''I'm not in the rut of
earning my living by doing things I
don't like. I earn my living mostly by
doing things I like.''
Halperin said his job depends on the
fact he writes poems. He said, ''If I'm ·
good at writing poems, if I publish
books of poems; then I'm a better
teacher.''
In addition to poetry Halperin has
many interests including fly fishing,
playing the guitar and banjo, working
with computers.

52'' ' "' ,,, /

RIBBONS
925 4444
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Personal victory, team defeat

'·Cats·make it to final·16, lose

Men's
cheer
.
squad set

By WREN. WOHLGEMUTH

for next year

Staff Writer

Ask
any
race . car
driver-speed· kills.
Ask CWU women's head
basketball coach Gary Frederick
the same question and you'll get
the same answer.
At the NAIA Women's National Basketball Tournament in
Kansas City, Missouri last
month, the Lady 'Cats met
defeat by a 91-68 count to a
much quicker Union University
from Tennessee.
''We underestimated the
quickness of that team,''
Frederick commented. ''We just
didn't handle their overall team
speed very well.''
The Wildcats committed 18
first-half turnovers, as they fell
behind 55-34 at halftime.
Although they only had ten
second-half turnovers, the
21-point deficit was too much to
overcome.
Field goal shooting also
betrayed the 'Cats, as they shot a
dismal 28-70 from the field, including 15 of 43 in the fist half.
By contrast, Union shot 21of43
in the first half, with most coming on the fast break.
"We didn't handle the press
very well at all,'' Frederick
stated. ''What did that number
12 have-ten steals at the half?''
Actually, number 12, Union
point guard Charlotte Hart had
five steals in the half, en route to
18 of her game-high 23 points.
While Hart was busy playing
pick-pocket, Union forward
Catherine Peek chipped in 14
first-half points and nine rebounds to lead all players in that
category. Peek finished with a
game-high 11 caroms.
Union jumped out to a 6-0
lead, including four from Hart.
Central didn't lead until Lanette
Martin hit a three-point shot
from the top of the key with
15:24 left in the half for an 11-10
lead.
From that point, Union never

By KIRK LUNDQUIST
Staff Writer

Imagine standing before
thousands of screaming Wildcat
fans and feeding their energy to
our football and basketball
teams. CWU' s two new male
cheerleaders will be doing just
·that during the next academic
year.
Thomas Dillon and Shawn
Anderson braved Wildcat
cheer' s three-part selection process and were placed on the
squad earlier this month in
Nicholson Pavilion's upper gym.
First, they were interviewed
by the current cheer staff.
Details of the interview were not
made public.
Next, cheerleader Leslie Sutton, taught them a chant and the
accompanying hand and leg
movements. Practice prepared
Dillon and Anderson for a recital
of "Score, 'cats, score!" before
the entire cheer squad.
Dave Housh, another
member of the cheer staff,
taught Dillon and Anderson a
four-eight-count dance routine
to Michael Jackson's current hit

The Way You Make Me Feel.

Sonia Swan is the first Lady 'Cat to acheive status as an honorable
mention All-American. Her efforts on the court helped to push CWU
to the NAIA National Tournament last month.
season injury to Natalie Long.
Kathy Alley also had six points.

"We had an extremely successful season .
you never want it to end like this. ''
-Coach Frederick
looked back, scoring nine
straight points off the fast break.
Two buckets from Natalie
Long and a Kathy Alley jumper
got Central within two at 19-17,
but Union went on another
streak, scoring six unanswered
buckets.
Foul trouble began to bench
key Central starters, including
three each on Sonia Swan and
Lanette Martin, as well as three
on reserve guard Ellen Kernan.
The Wildcats committed 16
first-half fouls, while Union was
guilty of just nine.
For the game, Central was
guilty of 32 personal fouls, compared to 20 for Union.
The Wildcats shot ten firsthalf free throws, canning only
three, while Union was busy
making 13 of 17 charity tosses.
. Kris Keeney scored all six of
her six points in the first half,
getting the start due to a late

'

Kristelle Arthur led the 'Cats in
rebounding with four, but
Union enjoyed a 27-21 advantage in that category.
Down by 21 at the half, Central tried to regroup, but Swan
picked up her fourth foul just
two minutes into the half, sitting
her down for much of the remainder.
When she re-entered nearly
ten minutes later, Swan picked
up her fifth, scoring only six
points and grabbing three rebounds.
Union led by as many as 31 in
the second half, at 76-45 with
11:56 remaining on a Shea
Piercey rebound basket.
Reserve guard Rachelle Arthur led the Wildcats in scoring
with 10 points and reserve forward Nancy Katz.er added nine,
as the Wildcat bench scored 35
points.
For the Wildcat starters,

senior point guard Lanette Martin scored nine, including one
three-point goal.
Central shot 10 of 20 from the
free throw line, and two of nine
from three-point range, while
Union was 24-38 from the stripe
and one of four from three-point
territory.
Central was also outrebounded, 54-36, a statistic that
Frederick quickly explained.
"After the first half, we were
so worried about giving up the
fast break, that we sent
everybody back to cover their
break," Frederick stated. "It
was Catch-22-give up the fastbreak or get called for a tickytack foul on the boards.''
Coming into the game, the
eighth-ranked Lady Bulldogs
were 28-2, while Central was
31-4, a school record for wins in
a single season.
In their first-ever national
tournament appearance,
Frederick was quick to point out
that his squad had nothing to
hang their heads about.
''We had an extremely successful season ...you never want
it to end like this,'' the Wildcat
mentor said glaricing up at the

scoreboard. "But, hey, those
gals from Union were quick,
quicker than any team we had
seen all season.''
Central also picked up another
honor later in the tournament as
Wildcat center Sonia Swan was
announced as an honorable
mention All-American, Central
Washington University's first
such honor.

* * *
UNION 91, CWU 68
Union (91)
E. Peek 1-3 1-2 3, Hart 10-15 3-6 23, Jones
0-4 5-6 5, Roberts 3-3 1-2 7, Piercey 5-15 4-4
15, Collomp 0-3 0-1 0, Welch 0-2 0-10, Arnold
3-7 2-5 8, Green 0-1 O·O 0, C. Peek 5-7 4-6 14,
Edmundson 4-11 1-1 9, Bowens 2-3 3-4 7.
Totals 33-74 24-38 91.

cwu (68)
K. Arthur 2-9 0-0 4, Alley 3-8 2-4 8, R. Arthur
5-12 0-1 10, Burrous 1-2 1-2 3, Keeney 3·4 0-0
6, Kernan 1-3 2-2 5, Swan 3·6 0-2 6, Martin
4-15 0-0 g, Long 3-6 0-2 6, Anderson 0-0 0-0 O,
Carlson 1-2 O·l 2, Katzer 2-3 5-6 9. Totals
28-70 10-20 68.
55 36-91
Union
34
34-68
Central
Three-point goals-Union-(1-4) E. Peek 0-1,
Piercey 1-3. CWU-12·9) Kernan 1-3, Martin
1-5, Long 0-1. Fouled out-Union-Arnold.
CWU-Swan, Kernan. Rebounds-Union 54
IC. Peek 11), CWu 36 (Martin 6). Assists-Union 14 (Hart 4), CWU 12 !Long, Alley 3).
Total fouls-Union 20, CWU 32.

After private rehearsal with
Housh, the duo burst into the
judges' room with all of the hype
expected for a packed Wildcat
stadium and performed their
routine.
Program Director Jamie Jones
and Cheer Advisor Kathy Courtney judged the mens' dance and
after its completion, Jones announced the acceptance of new ,
members Dillon and Anderson.
These two finish off the
1988-89 squad of eight
members: four men and four
women. In comparison, there
were five males and five females
on the staff this year.
Dillon said he tried out to be a
cheerleader because, ''I always
played varsity sports in high
school and never had a chance
to be a cheerleader, and I always
wanted to.''
Anderson ''had a desire to be
on staff, because I have a lot of
friends on the staff and I like doing stunts."
According to Jones, ''This
tryout was for guys only," mainly because some males feel more
comfortable trying out with just
other males.
Throughout this tryout, both
the current and new members
of the Wildcat cheer staff were
enthusiastic, like being at a
basketball game when the 'cats t
are winning. The reason for this,
according to Courtney, is that
she wants her staff to get the
crowd to have spirit, too.
''Cheerleading' s number one
purpose is crowd involvement,''
she said.
All of the cheerleaders buy
their own uniform. There is a
"very small budget," according
to Jones, for the cheer staff to go
to some of CWU' s basketball
and football away games.
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Dawson'$ hot bat topples records
'Clts' win-loss record or the official
status.
Brian Baddley put the game out of
reach with a three-run homer in the bottom half to put CWU up 5-3. NBI made
one more run but could get no closer to
the Wildcats.
NBI won the first game in 12 innings
5-2 on Saturday, CWU's pitching staff
agave a strong performance, with Todd
Cort recording 11 strikeouts in five innings. Carl Casperson and ·Arnie Noel
pitched the other seven innings and
together they had eight strike-outs for a
total of 19 for the game.
NBI won the first game of Sunday's
double-header 9-3, with Fred Sabatine
picking up the Wildcat loss.
The Wildcats are off and running this
season-individual and team records
have already been topped.
Outfielder Joe Dawson has already
set the single season record for home
runs in a season with nine-up from the
old record of eight. He has also broken
the record for most games getting in at .
least one hit. His 23-game hitting str~ak ·
beat the old record of 15.
Also, shortstop Marc Gr~elefhas tied
the mark for career home runs with 16.
The original record was set by Britt
Stone in 1982-83.
Coach Wilson is confident about his
ball club, on the strong points of his
team he said, ''our hitting is probably
our strong point, now that our pitching
has improved, I feel that is also a strong
point of our team.
He also feels his team has got what it
takes to take them into post-season
play, from the looks of it, I would'nt
argue.

Catcher Greg Dixon makes the play,at home plate in the second
game of a double header against the University of Washington last
Wednesday.
By CRAIG PIAYSTEAD
Staff Writer

The 1988 regular season opened on a
good note for the men's baseball team
~ rhen they hosted the University of
1--uget Sound on April 5. The Wildcats
took the two games of the doubleheader
3-0 and 7-6.

,
1

Charlie Hatem was the was the winning pitcher in the first game, playing the
!full seven innings for the win. Carl

Casperson got the win in the second
game with a little help from Todd Cort,
who recorded the save for the Wildcats.

in the third inning. Andy Hoey recorded the loss for Central in his three innings of work.

The Wildcats stayed at home, playing
the very next day against the University
of Washington. The two teams split th~
doubleheader with CWU winning fue
first game 6-2 and the Huskies taking
the second, 13-3.
Don Doggett received the win in the
first game and Rick Anderson went
3-for-4 with four RBI' s and a home run

Last weekend the Wildcats then
hosted the National Baseball Institute of
Canada, the training team for Canada's
1988 Olympic team. The Wildcats came
away with one win in the three games
played, winning the tail game of the
Sunday afternoon double header 5-4,
but the series does not affect either the
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Check out our new shipment of prints
(Great for decorating your dorm)
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Books traded at 20-40°/o face value.
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~ ~ ~ 962-2375
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More baseball action on page 16
- pre-season games and spring
break travel journal.
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PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challe1iging career as an Air
Force Officer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30

days ol vacation wfth pay each
year and management
opportun~ties. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you .
Call

509-334-0505
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Spring fever stifled by road trip
by

A.K.
Sports Columnist

For most of you Saturday, March 19,
1988, was the first day of your spring
break-fun in the sun, quality hours
with friends and family, or even just
some rest and relaxation. But for us of
the Central Washington University
baseball team, it was the beginning of
our Road Trip.
On Saturday and Sunday, the 19th
and 20th, we were in Spokane to take
on the Gonzaga Bulldogs. In the sea of
taunts and heckles of the Bulldog fans,
we were only able to snatch one victory

The ride was fairly peaceful, since we
were so crowded we couldn't move any
of our body parts. And we weren't
allowed to talk because we had to conserve oxygen. It felt and smelled like a
hundred ball players squished into a
sardine can.
We finally arrived in Caldwell, got
peeled out of the vans, and checked into
our cozy little hotel. We were allowed
to unpack and stretch out on our beds
for what seemed like five whole
minutes. We then had to get our gear on
and go to practice?! Practice was held in
what I think was a cow pasture. We
finished-due to the sun going down on
us-and went to dinner with whatever
meal money we received. That night I
had no trouble getting to sleep.
Wednesday, the 23rd, we rose with
the sun and went off to breakfast, except for those who lost their meal

out of four games. We came back to
quiet Ellensburg Sunday night rather
upset-having lost three games as well
as missing the Mike Tyson fight.
On Monday, the 21st, we were given
the whole day off, except for ol.lr practice from 2 to 6 p.m. Most of us spent
the day relaxing in the wind and packing our bags for the main leg of our
Road Trip.
At the crack of dawn Tuesday, the
22nd, we crammed luggage, gear,
coaches, and players into two seemingly small vans. It was reminiscent of that
act where they stuff a hundred clowns
into a bright and colorful Volkswagen.
It was three or four players to a seat that
was built for two regular size humans,
maybe three real thin ones. Once we
loaded up, we headed off for Caldwell,
Idaho-a mere seven to eight hour drive
through the country.

money the night before. By game time,
we were fresh and ready to take tw
games from the College of Idaho. And
we probably would have if not for the
hail-storm that hit us in the first inning
of the first game. Both games were
cancelled. Still wet, we packed back into the vans and headed for LaGrande,
Oregon.
After a peaceful five hours' drive, we
pulled into LaGrande, were scraped
from the vans, and checked into
another cozy little hotel. We went to
dinner and then came back to the hotel
to get a good night's sleep. Again, I ha
no trouble getting to sleep-I merel
counted the little snowflakes that fell
outside my window.
The little snowflakes continued to fall
as we rose Thursday morning, the 24th.
Off to breakfast again-except for those
who lost their meal money the ni
before-and then prepared to take two
games from Eastern Oregon. We battled them and the weather in the first
game and came out on top. The weather
won the second game-it was cancelled
due to rain and snow.
We loaded up the vans with our g
and our bodies and journeyed back to
Ellensburg. It was a relaxing five- to sixhour drive through snowstorms,
detours, and ice-covered roads. When
we arrived in Ellensburg, we unpacked
the vans and escorted our coughs and
colds home to bed.

Baseball pre-season shows promise
By CRAIG PIAYSTEAD
Staff Writer

The Wildcat's pre-season got off to a
great start as they traveled to Walla
Walla on March 12and13 forthe Whitman pre-season tournament. They took
second place in the tourney, losing only
to Eastern Oregon 7-6.
CWU had only one bad inning, when
Eastern Oregon scored six runs in the
fourth. Strong performances were turned in by pitchers Andy Hoey, Charlie
Hatem, shortstop Marc Greeley, second
baseman Brian Baddley and outfielder
Joe Dawson.
On a road trip to Spokane, CWU was
scheduled to play Gonzaga four games
in two days. CWU took one game out of
four, with pitcher Fred Sabentine making the 7-5 win.
The Wildcats traveled to Idaho for
pre-season play, but were snowed out
and forced to cancel the event.

Coach Ken Wilson feels confident
about this year's club. This being his second year at Central, he is certain that
his club will improve their last season's
17-23 record.
When asked what the differences
were between this year's and last year's
teams he said, ''I feel the biggest · difference is depth, especially our pitching, but the overall depth of our team
is a lot better.''
The 'Cats then traveled to LaGrande
to play Eastern Oregon once again.
They came away with an 8-6 win with
shortstop Marc Greeley going 3-for-3
with a home run and and pitcher Kyle
Smith getting the win.
On March 25-27, the Wildcats participated in the Inland Empire Tournament in Yakima. They were defeated
by Eastern Washington 5-1, but bounced back to defeat Utah 10-4. Joe
Dawson helped the winning cause by
hitting a home run and driving in four

STORE

MARY
ANN'S

Hours: 9:30-5:30 Mon-Sat.

422 N. Pine

ESPRIT BAGS ARE IN!
PLUS LOTS OF SPRING FASHIONS AND
ACCESSORIES AT PRICES TO FIT YOUR BUDGET

NOTHING OVER

$10..00

runs. Carl Casperson pitched the
Wildcat win.
Central then got revenge against
Eastern Washington as they beat EWU
8-6, with Todd Cort getting the win for
the .Wildcats.
The next game Central played was
against Portland, however, the Cats lost
5-2, with outfielder Ron Kostick went
2-for-3 in the losing cause. They avenged the loss the very next day as they
defeated Portland 19-14 in a home run
free-for-all, There were seven home
runs hit in that one game. Second
baseman Brian Baddley· and outfielde1
Joe Dawson both hit home runs for
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the historic Orthodox Christian faith we would like to meet
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Relaxand enjoy Sundays with us!
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The following three days we beat
NCAA teams to win the Inland Empire
Tournament. Springbreak '88 will be a
vacation(?) that my teammates and I
will
never
forget.
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Season on upswing
By ROY ELIA
Staff Writer

After a slow start, CWU' s golf team
has shown marked improvement in its
past two tournaments, the last held on
their home turf. The team plays today at
Gonzaga University.
The 1988 campaign began March 24
and 25 at the Columbia Basin College
Invitational played on three Tri-Cities
courses: Pasco Municipal, Canyon
Lakes and the Tri-Cities Golf and Country Club.
CBC Blue won the 54-hole event with
a score of 889. Washington State claimed second with a 906 total, while Boise
State edged Big Sky Conference rival
Idaho for third place. The Broncos carded a 918, three strokes in front of the
Vandals.
Rounding out the field of eight were
Portland State 937, CWU 951, CBC
White 968 and Gonzaga 1,043.
CBC Blue's Mike Combs sported the
best individual score, a three-over-par
212.
Tom Mueller had the lowest Wildcat
numbers at 227. Other Central scores
included Perry Hallmeyer 234, Mark
Shaffer and Will Thompson 247, and
Dan Williams 260.
From the Tri-Cities, it was on to the
par 72 lllahee Golf Club in Salem,
Oregon for the Willamette Invitational
March 28 and 29.
NAIA District One foe Western
Washington won the 10-team tournament by 11 shots over runner-up Pacific
Lutheran. The Vikings stroked a 624 to
the Lutes' 635. Host Willamette took
third with 639. Two community college
squads, Bellevue and Lower Columbia,
fired 645 and 660, respectively.
CWU was sixth at 663, followed by

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

Lewis & Clark 678, Pacific 682, Linfield
712 and Northwest Nazarene 726.
Tom Herrick of Lower Columbia
took home medalist honors with a
seven-over 151.
For the Wildcats, Mueller set the pace
once again with a 161. Hallmeyer and
Shaffer finished second and third on
CWU' s team, shooting 168 and 169.
Williams and Thompson reversed roles
for fourth and fifth position, swinging at
172 and 173 clips.
''The high scores were indicitive of
the weather'' CWU coach Frank Crimp
said. ''(At CBC) the wind blew hard
both days.'' .
Crimp noted golfers had to contend
with wind and rain in Salem, and added
he was "not overly surprised by the
disappointing finishes because of a lack
of playing time." •
With the attitude there's no place to
go but up, CWU traveled to Walla
Walla for the ·Whitman Invite at
Veteran's Memorial Golf Course.
For the 11th time in the tournament's
12-year history, CBC Blue ran away
from the field for an easy victory. The
Hawks · soared with a 599 tally, 22
strokes ahead of Walla Walla Community College's 621. Bellevue Community College was third at 628, three
shots better than CWU' s 631. Western
Washington completed the top five at
647.
Teams six through nine were
separated by seven strokes. Gonzaga
led the second five in the ten-team table
at 651. Close behind were Treasure
Valley Community College 652, Columbia Basin White 656 and the community colleges of Spokane 658. Host
Whitman was well back at 690, an incredible 91 shots behind the high-flying

Hawks.
Medalist Mike Combs posted red
numbers, carding a two-under-par 142
for 36 holes.
Mueller finished nine strokes back of
Combs. But his 151 score was good for
fourth place among the 60 player field.
''I was pleased with Tom's performance in this tournament especially,"
Crimp said. ''Tom seems to be playing
pretty well, but he can improve. ·
''I expect Tom to play well,'' Crimp
continued, ''because he's shown he can
play with the best of them in (NAIA)
District One.''
For the third straight tournament,

Hallmeyer was the second best
Wildcat, scoring 156. Shaffer was next
at 158. Williams and Thompson shot
167 and 169, respectively, and John
Brandvold recorded a 171.
Finally, CWU returned home to host
its own tournament at Ellensburg' s Golf
and Country Club and Yakima's Elks
Club last Thursday and Friday.
Western Washington, led by medalist
Randy Nightingale's five-over 146,
cruised to a comfortable win over 11
Please see Golf page 18

TRAINING.. CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS
IS THE ONE YOU COULD
TAKE TRIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'll learn
what it takes to succeed-in college and in
life. You'll build self-confidence and develop
your leadership potential. Plus you can also
qualify to earn an Army Officer's commission
when you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.
Find out more. Contact John Stratton at

963-3518.

Scotland Thede putts on CWU's home course.

.

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CU TUE.

·Tl LIFE·
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Track team
on track
By MIKE BUSH
Staff Writer

Runners, take your marks. Get
set .... BANG!
After smoothing out what men's
coach Spike Arlt termed some
"rough spots," the CWU track program has broken out of the blocks
and is accelerating toward what promises to be an exciting and successful season.
Entering the season with lS ineligible performers, it looked as if defending their district title would be difficult, if not impossible, but narrowing that number to only two athletes
has definitely brightened the
season's outlook.
This Saturday brings the Wildcats
the hope of peer support, as CWU
hosts their first of only two invitationals this season.
Showing some bright spots at the
Western Washington Invitational on
April 9, Brian McElroy bounded
over 22 feet in the long jump and
nearly 4 7 feet in the triple to claim
two first place finishes, prompting
Coach Arlt to see jumping as ''one of
our strongest areas.''
Citing weaknesses in the 5,000.and
10,000 meter races, Arlt is pleased
with the performances in his other
distances, particularly the 5,000
meter racewalk where Dominic Urbano is closely shadowing the Olympic Trials-bound David Cummings,
who shattered Western's previous
meet record by nearly two minutes.
Giving CWU students and local
track fans a rare opportunity to see a
genuine world class athlete at work,
Cummings has proven himself as
one of the school's premier all-time
tracksters in that his bid for the
Olympic Games is Central' s first
since 1968.
Barring injuries such as the
hamstring that befell hurdler John
Arlt, and less than favorable conditions which plagued me~ts in March,
Saturday's Central Washington Invitational should be a successful
outing for the Wildcat men. Sprints
and throwing events should be solid.
Expecting the upcoming meet to be
"really just a dual meet between
Central and Western,'' Coach Arlt
sees the team at a turning point
when ''things are starting to jell nicely."
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League proves tough for CWU players
By JILL ULNFSS

Staff Writer
CWU men's tennis beat Gonzaga
University 5-4 last weekend, but lost
the other two matches of the Whitworth Invitational. The score Whitworth was 2-7, and Lewis and Clark
College, 4-5. They now hold a season
record of 4-5-1.
The men host tomorrow's meet
against Whitworth College. Play starts
at2p.m.
Earlier last week, they won an
unscheduled match against Skagit
Valley Community College 7-2. Wildcat
match winners were Tad Davis, Rob
Davis, Mat Weaver, Steve McCloskey
and Wes Wager.
These men are seeded one, two, four,
five and six, respectively, with number
three seed David Grent completing the
team.
The home match against Yakima
Valley Community College was rained
out last week and is rescheduled for
May 3rd.
The team finished in sixth place last
year with a 4-8 record, and are looking
to improve their standings. "They've
played some good matches,'' said head
coach Dennis Roberts, ')but the league
is tough this year.''
Roberts is working to improve the
consistency play of the team, as they

face upcoming battles with talented
competition. Tomorrow's match
against Whitworth is expected to be one
of the toughest.
With a personal win-loss record of
7-3, Roberts feels Steve McCloskey is

the surprise performer on the team,
because he has beaten many tough opponents.
The only injury for the men this
season belongs to Wager, who is nursing a case of shin splints.

Women play hit and miss

worth Invitational last weekend. This
puts the team's season record at 3 wins,
6 losses, and 1 tie.
Next Tuesday the women travel to
Whitman College for a meet, which
opens at 3 p.m.
The Wildcats lost to Whitworth 2-7,
Lewis and Clark College 3-6, and Gonzaga 2-7. Due to other commitments,
only five players could travel to Whitworth College, so CWU liad to forfeit
two matches before play began.
The tennis match against Yakima
Valley College was cancelled last week
due to excessive wind and rain, and is
rescheduled for May 3rd.
Head coach Dennis Roberts feels the
women have stood up to the match
pressure well, even though they are a
relatively young group-there is only
one junior and one senior on the team.

Roberts hopes to better their 8-6, sixth
place-finish from last year and is working on player consistency. There is no
quick cure for problems in tennis, he
said.
''The league this year is tough,'' said
Roberts. He feels the team to look out
for is the University of Puget Sound,
because they have many strong returning players.
Freshman Jill Nelson's bruised knee
is the only injury of the season so far.
Nelson is seeded number two on the
team, and her personal 4-2 win-loss
record is the team's best.
In team tennis, six singles and three
doubles matches are played, and the
team that wins the most individual matches wins the meet. Ties are uncommon in tennis, and CWU' s came from
the women's March 30th match against
Yakima Valley College.
Wildcat women's team seeding in
order are Jill Gregson, Jill Nelson, Lisa
Burton, Karen Reyes, Sue Lee and Ann
Lee.

ed the five-team pack at 645. Walla
Walla had 662. Treasure Valley and
Green River tied for sixth at 671, and
Spokane was eighth at 674.
The bottom third of the standings
featured Puget Sound 679, Central Red
687, Gonzaga 688 and hapless Whitman
691.
Shaffer and Scotland Thede, com-

peting in his first tournament this
season, led Central Black with 156.
Thede shot a steady, even-par 71 Friday. Mueller shot 16t Hallmeyer 162
and Thompson 178.
Williams had 166 to lead Central Red.
Don Wilson followed at 171. Todd
Lemon shot 173, John Brandvold 177
and Greg Burke 183.

By JILL ULNESS
Staff Writer

The CWU women's tennis team lost
all three of their matches at the Whit-

Golf
continued from page 17
other teams participating.
Tacoma Community College ended
up second at 634, nipping CWU' s Black
squad at 635.
Places four through eight were occupied by junior colleges. Bellevue pac-
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OR M·ORE OFF STOREWIDE
(except a few items)
A Man's Gotta Do
What A Man's
Gotta Do
All young men have
one responsibility in
common. They have to
register with Selective
Service within 30 days of
their 18th birthday. It's
quick. Its easy. And its

the law.
A public service message of this pub- ·
lication and Selective Service System
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You Can Milke
A Difference

AIArby'S!

4'oinThe A•'leam'lbclayl
Become a part of the team that~ making a difference among fast
food restaurants with excellent food and service. As a crew member at Arby's you may enio'f many benefits including competitiYe
pay and flexible hours. Full-time and part-time positions are
available, and training is provided so no experience is necessal)t

Mini Application
Name:.~------------..,..,.,.....,.........,,..-------..,--..,....----------Rrst Name
Middle Initial
Lost Name
Str..tAqdress:...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
City:. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State:. _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP:. _ _ _ _ __

Telephone:(_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Age if under18: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~you ewr worlcad for Arby'I before? If yes,

please provide elate and location: _ __

Please indicate the dCJY.S and hours
~·re available to work:

~

f _1

:-I~ I~. 1:..1 ~I~ I~ I= IArhgl®
Do you have your own transportation?
Please drop this off at an Arby'I Roast Beef Aestourant.

C

LOVING, PROFESSIONAL COUPLE
WISHES TO ADOPT BABY & PROVIDE
WITH BEST OF EVERYTHING. PLEAS
CALL BARBARA COLLECT: (208)
765-3187 (DAYS) OR (208) 772-7638
(EVES).
SUMMER JOB INTERVIEWS: Average
earnings $3,100. Gain valuable experience
in advertising, sales, and public relations
selling yellow page advertising for the Central Washington University Telephone
Directory. Travel opportunities. Expense
. paid training program in Chapel Hill, NC.
Looking for enthusiastic, Goal-oriented
students for challenging, well-paying summer job. Sign up for interviews with
University Directories at Barge 105.

bl can receive discount prices on meals, company uniforms and
opportunities for advancement. Join the A-Team 1oday and make
a difference at Arby~ !

Best time to call:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Get your PADI full open water certification within a ten day perJod, $150.00. Sign
up at Moser's Menswear and Scuba
Suplies. Your home for Levi's. 118 E. 4th,
925-1272

''

~ _-I

Arby'l 11 an Equal Opportunity EmplotW

SPRING BREAK OVER AND STILL NO
SUMMER WORK? MAKE $1599/month
average. Marketing and sale management
experience great for resume. Fo·r interview
appt. Call 1-467-5727 or send postcard
with . name, address, tel. no., year in
school, and major to The Southwestern
Company, Summer Work, P.O. Box 15947,
Seattle, Wa. 98115-0947.
SUMMER WORK 1988. HAVE YOU
FOUND IT YET? Now interviewing
students for summer marketing program.
How does $399/week average sound?
Valuable experience for resume. For interview appt. call 1-467-5727, The
Southwestern company.
Party, this Friday to help the six student
whose house burned down last week (see
page 3). The event will take place at Happy's Market from 12-6 ori Friday. There
will be a raffle for weekend use of a hot
tub plus many other prizes. There will also
be a car wash, hot dog and pop for $1.00
and Vantage T-Shirts for $8.00. Come on
down and join the fun and help out for
fellow student.

Craft people invited to participate in
Ellensburg Wind Fest May 14. Store spaces
will be available at Golden Needle or
Country Cupboard. Deadline to apply
April 22, 1988.
Hewlett-Packard hand-held HP-41CV
calculator, $95.00 call 963-2469.
I am in desperate need of a ride to Yakima
to catch a plane on May 25th late or the
26th early (6a.m.), and a ride back to
E'burg on May 30 around 7:30 p.m. If you
can help me, please call 925-6279. I can
pay for gas.
Get Your Number Down Before Your
Number is Up! A Cholesterol Screening
will be done April 21 at Morgan Middle
School. The testing will be in conjunction
with a home show and the testing will take
place from 4:00-8:30.
Thinking of taking some time off from
school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS.
Household duties and childcare. Live in
exciting New York City suburbs. Room,
board and salary included. Call
203-622-4959 or 914-273-1626.

''Applications for financial aid for the sum.mer term, 1988, will be available in the
Financial Aid Office, Barge Hall, Room
209, on March 15, 1988. Priority consideration will be given to applications
returned to the Financial Aid Office by
April 15. In addition to the summer applic~tion, students must have completed a
1987-88 Financial Aid. Form - available in
the Financial Aid Office, if one is not
already
on
file.

$50-$100 per day marketing credit cards
on your campus. Full time or part time,
call 1-800-932-0528.

S.PRING KICKOFF s
30%0FF

Discount
Clothing Rack
(As Priced)

Remainder-Books
Or More
On Publisher's Price
~

Records
Sl.98 to
$10.98

HAPPY'S MARKET

....................................................................... ......... ,

207W.8TH AVE. 7 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
.

;

HEIDELBERG 24-11oz. Bottles $5.99
HAMM'S 24 PACK Bottles $ 5.99
OYLMPIA 24 - 11oz. Bottles
Lucky Lager 24 Pack Bottles

5.99 .
$ 5 .79
$

COLDEST BEER IN TOWN
HOTTEST PRICES
HAMMS
24-12 oz. CANS $6.99
BLACK LABEL 24-12 oz. CANS $3.49
RAINIER

12 . PACK CANS
· Regular and Light

$5.99

MILLER HIGH LIFE 12PackGlass

$5.29 ·

Regular & Lite & Draft

NEW ITEM - GLACIER BAY 12-11 . oz. BOTTLES $4.99

WINE COOLER SPECIALS DURING APRIL
BARTLES &JAMES
$2.89
CALIFORNIA COOLER .
$3.19
CALIFORNIA COOLER (2 Liter Btl) $3.33 each

·

NALLEY NEW 'FLASH - COOKED'
POTATO CHIPS 99~
.

.

r------..--------·----·--·------·-----------·----..-·-----·-------·--..-------------------·----\

!
!
~

BULK FOOD SECTION SPECIALS
-

.

PRETZELS For Party's or Any Time
I HOODY BUTTER TOFFEE PEANUTS $
l CORN CURLS
$
ASSORTED JELLY BEANS
$
~ MACAROON COOKIES
$
~

!

I
~

l
!
!

• 99 Lb
1.59 Lb
1.59 Lb l
1.19 Lb
1.99 Lb )~
.

L---·-----·-----·-----·-----·-·---·-----------..-.-----·--~---------·-----·._.--·-·------·'

WE ALSO HAVE COLD JUICES - FRESH PRODUCE
COLD
POP ·
THE LARGEST BULK ·FOOD
SECTION IN ELLENSBURG & OVER 200 VIDEO'S
.T.O ·· RE.N T ~ . PLU. S. G_R O.C ERY .O.JEPT .. . TOO!_!_!.!· .· ··: ., . ·.-_J
:· ·•· ~:':~·.dz·L~.t~Pii1cEs·. Et~e·nM.e ~ &P'i\1i.:
14fh; t98s.:ih~ Ai1R1{ 36~ :i.9s8:L .:·:/.
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